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I’m as guilty as many of your customers. � e � rst words 
out of my mouth on the trade show � oors in December 
and January, often even before a polite greeting, were 

“What do you have new for this year?” Having turned 60 this 
fall, it may be too late to work on my social skills but after 
30 years in the business, I’m still eager to see the latest the 
bowhunting industry has to o� er.

Let’s start o�  with something that on the surface seems 
pretty elementary: bowstring material. Super-strong, stretch 
resistant strings and cables are crucial to the modern archery 
industry; we simply couldn’t have the type of high perfor-
mance, durable bows and crossbows we do today without 
them. Brownell & Company has been in the cordage busi-
ness since 1825 and started selling its � rst strings about a 
hundred years later. 

� e fourth generation president, Crary Brownell, was an 
avid archer. He � rst helped strings progress from the manila 
and hemp common when he was a young man to much 
stronger linen. In 1938, his � rm introduced rot-proof strings 
based on the nylon � ber DuPont was supplying Brownell for 
� shing nets. In 1957, the industry saw another innovation 
thanks to Brownell, as Dacron became the basis for strings 
that were both rot-proof and low stretch. Later, Crary and 
his colleagues at the plant learned to stretch the Dacron 
polyester � laments as they were twisted up into bowstring 
material, reducing the stretch of the � nished string and 
improving the performance. 

While Brownell still sells a forgiving B-50 polyes-
ter material for traditional bows, compound bows and 
crossbows depend on the � rm’s several high performance 
string materials. New this year is Fury, which enters the 
Brownell plant as � bers formed from Ultra High Molecular 
Weight Polyethlene, or UHMWP for short. In its Moodus, 
Connecticut plant, Brownell puts the � bers though a propri-
etary process that enhances their performance and includes 
twisting, dying and waxing. 

Robert Smith of Brownell said Fury is the smallest 
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diameter string material the � rm has o� ered, requiring more 
strands in the � nished string and o� ering a better looking 
� nal product. You will need 28 to 32 strands for the typical 
compound bow, 20 for most traditional bows and 46 strings 
for crossbows. Smith, the general sales manager, said the 
new material will provide very good arrow speeds and is 
“rock solid” in terms of stability.

Fury is available in 21 di� erent colors in both 1/4 pound 
and 1 pound spools, with 1/8 pound spools in the works 
as well. Reach Brownell 
in Connecticut by calling 
(860) 873-8625.

One reason the 
Mission line from 
Mathews Inc. has been 
so successful is that the 
company takes the input 
of its dealers very seri-
ously. One thing those 
dealers have wanted is a 
ladies’ bow in the Mission 
price range: something 
more a� ordable than the 
costly Mathews Jewel. 
� e new Flare, at right, 
starts at $449 in the black 
or Lost Camo AT, though 
there is an added charge 
for the Pink Sparkle � nish 
I’m showing here. 

� e � rst Mission bow 
o� ered speci� cally for 
women, the Flare weighs 
less than 4 pounds and 
features single-cam tech-
nology and a machined 
riser. Mathews says it’s for women who demand a super 
smooth draw, higher speed (315 fps) and more precision. 
� e Flare is available in draw lengths of 24 to 30 inches and 
peak limb weight options of 60, 50 and 40 pounds. It also 
comes standard with noise and vibration dampening tech-
nology, including String Suppressors, D-Ampli� ers and a 
String Stop.

Most custom � t accessories you see for Mission and 
Mathews bows are made not at the Sparta, Wisconsin plant 
but by industry partners who have been licensed to use 
the � rm’s patterns and technology. An exception is the 
lightweight ArrowWeb quivers Mathews has built for years 
using snap-on Spider Claw mounts. At the Mathews Retailer 
Business Show in Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin, I was intro-
duced to the latest model, perfectly positioned to capitalize 
on the color craze sweeping the archery accessory market. 

� e new ArrowWeb CT is Mathews’ lightest, most com-
pact quiver to date. � e CT, which stands for “compact,” 
features a reduced pro� le the company says improves bow 
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balance while shaving 
excess weight. Some of the 
weight savings come via the 
GridLock hood, which par-
allels the technology found 
in Mathews bow risers. � e 
see-through design works 
with ColorShield hood 
inserts o� ered in 10 col-
ors to enable shooters to 
match the quiver color with 
other Mathews Genuine 
Accessories. The quiver 
incorporates a Harmonic 
Damper and has a rede-
signed foam insert to help 
keep blades quiet and in 
place.

“Mathews Genuine 
Accessories are designed 
to enhance the perfor-
mance and experience of 
Mathews bows,” Marketing 
Director Brad Treu said. 
“While the ArrowWeb 
series are among the best 
selling quivers of all time, 
we’re never satis� ed. After 
countless hours of R&D, we 
took to the drawing board 
with the feedback of our 
loyal customers in hand. 
Out of that has come the 
ArrowWeb CT-Series...
undoubtedly the best quiv-
er our team has designed.” 

I’m showing the 
ArrowWeb CT-Series 
Quiver with the yellow 
insert above and in Lost 
Camo with Spider Claw Mount and removable BladeShield 
below that. � e shield is included in the package and e� ec-
tively deepens the hood to keep edges sharp and � ngers safe.

A product I gave an impromptu “� inking Out of the 
Box Award” in my publisher’s column last issue is the Shape 
Shifter broadhead from Innerloc. Of course, we’ve heard 
for years from mechanical broadhead makers that certain 
models “� y like a � eld point” but it took the team at Sullivan 
Industries to design a broadhead that really does � y like a 
� eld point, because it has that shape, until it hits the animal. 

Here’s how Kevin Sullivan describes it: “� is new broad-
head is designed for the ultra fast bows of today and the 
future bows of tomorrow. Shape Shifter is the � rst broadhead 
to deliver true � eld point accuracy due to our patent pending 
Exo-Cover. � e cover snaps over the front of the broadhead, 
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giving it the shape 
of a field point. 
But in this excit-
ing new design, 
the cover is put to 
work doing much 
more than being 
aerodynamic. It is 
designed to shat-
ter on impact while 
aiding in the open-
ing of the blades. 
Shape Shifter is 
ruggedly built out 
of all stainless steel 
and sports mas-
sive .040 inch thick 
blades and has a 
1-1/4 inch cutting 
diameter.”

I’d say another 
advantage to this 
design is how the 
head stays closed 
as long as the shield 

as in place. I had a long, unpleasant tracking job recovering a 
whitetail doe in Michigan when I shot a mechanical without 
checking if all three blades were tightly closed.

At times, we focus too much on bowhunting gear in 
ArrowTrade because that’s where the bulk of the sales are. I 
thought this opening spread might be a good place to intro-
duce the Blade X target rest from Vapor Trail. � e Blade X is 
a micro-adjustable spring steel stationary rest with nearly 
limitless adjustment options. � e main mounting system 
is micro-adjustable in both windage and elevation, with six 
di� erent home positions to begin your micro-adjustments. 

� e forgiveness in blade style arrow rests comes from 
the spring in the blade, which varies by thickness and angle 
to the arrow. � e Blade X can accommodate eight di� erent 
blade sizes and types (.008, .010, .012 and .015 inch in both 
wide and narrow tips), giving you the ability to swap out 
blades easily without having to completely retune. � e blade 
angle is also completely micro-adjustable, further allow-
ing you to � ne-tune 
the rest. 

Another attrac-
tive option of the 
Blade X is its abil-
ity to transform to 
and from the Limb 
Driver Micro Elite. 
By simply remov-
ing the windage 
bolt and swapping 

By Tim Dehn
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nosepieces, the same main adjustment system can utilize 
both blade systems, allowing you to shoot either a limb 
driven setup popular with hunters or a spring steel setup 
without purchasing an entirely separate rest. 

Competitive shooters are familiar with the products 
from Specialty Archery, a builder of peeps, stabilizers, target 
scopes and scope accessories. Specialty Archery’s rede-
signed Glow Ring now has easily replaceable � ber and an 
easily replaceable Glow 
Pin, allowing the archer 
to customize both � ber 
color and pin diameter 
to suit. Fiber colors are 
easily interchangeable 
without the use of tools, 
Specialty Archery’s 
Michael Anderson 
said, so an archer can 
make quick changes to 
accommodate the light-
ing, the target and her 
own vision. A clear � ber shroud allows maximum light 
transmission to the � ber and maximum pin brightness. You 
can order the Glow Ring with � ber in a .010, .020 or .030 inch 
diameter. Each package includes 8 inches of red, green and 
blue � ber optic. 

Flex-Fletch Products has three new items in the Zing 
line-up for 2014, compatible with the Minnesota company’s 
own vanes or ones from competitors. 

� e new Zing primer pen uses a plunge action to wet 
the pointed � ber tip with just the right amount of primer for 
precision application to 
the base of any vane.

“After the vane 
base is primed, you’re 
ready for the new Zing 
Kling adhesive,” Vince 
Grundmann said. “It 
is just thick enough so 
that it doesn’t run when 
used with upright or 
angled � etching jigs. It 
comes in a 20 gram alu-
minum tube for longer shelf life and it is rubber toughened 
for maximum durability. Zing super glue remover loosens 
old adhesive by softening it so it can be removed without 
damaging those expensive carbon shafts. It turns any cya-
noacrylate or solvent based adhesive to a gel-like substance 
that removes easily. Zing remover is very low odor and 
evaporates slowly, so a little will last a long time.”

I spoke with Chris Rager of Flying Arrow Archery before 
he introduced the Toxic broadhead to the market and car-
ried some his � rst production heads with me in the � nal 
weeks of the 2013 bow season. � e spiral, core-cutting 
design certainly looks lethal but once it went on the mar-
ket, the company recognized it was too much of a leap for 
some bowhunters to take. For 2014, the Montana � rm has 
added a Cyclone head that has open spiral blades. While the 
spiral blades still o� er more cutting edge per diameter than 

conventional straight blades, they lack the nearly closed, 
core-cutting design of the Toxic. Rager designed an interest-
ing twist to this head, if you’ll pardon the pun. � e blades 
on the Toxic and Cyclone are interchangeable. A customer 
who already owns a set of Toxic heads can buy replacement 
Cyclone blades or he can start with a set of Cyclones and 
experiment with the core-cutting Toxic blade style when he 
needs to replace the blades.

GC Archery has introduced Paper Tuning Evaluation 
sheets. While it certainly is possible to paper tune using 
newspaper or a roll of brown wrapping paper, the Game 
Changer target people have classed up the operation with 
these pre-printed sheets. Each sheet has an area to note 
the equipment specs for the shot, as well as a legend at 
the bottom to help interpret the tears. Russ Mason of GC 
Archery told me at the ATA Show that dealers could use the 
product as proof a custom-
er’s new bow was dialed in 
for top accuracy, including 
a sheet the same way some 
ri� es come with a test target 
showing the accuracy they’re 
capable of. “What customer 
wouldn’t be impressed when 
he receives his new bow com-
plete with his very own bow 
tuner certi� cate, or ‘Proof of 
Flight’?” Mason asked.

� e 11 x 17 inch sheets 
come in packs of 10 or 25. 
The company 
has also  devel-
oped a freestand-
ing Paper Tuner 
Stand made from 
recycled materi-
als, with corner 
clips and springs 
to hold the sheets 
taut for the shot.

Using the 
expertise it gained 
in making costly carbon � ber 
risers for target recurves, 
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One Cam.  One Moment.  One Choice.

Base MSRP $999

The New Mathews®

mathewsinc.com
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Win&Win is bringing car-
bon riser compounds into 
a price range acceptable to 
more bowhunters. 

The South Korean 
bow manufacturer’s new-
est model is the Talon. � e 
Talon has a pure carbon 
riser and quad limbs, a com-
bination that helps keep the 
mass weight down to 3.8 
pounds on this 31 inch bow. 
“� e Talon is perfect for the 
hunter and the 325 fps or 
even greater speed with 6.5 
inch brace is plenty fast and 
still forgiving,” Win&Win’s 
Eddy Jung said. 

� e Talon cams allow 
the dealer or shooter to 
make any adjustment with-
out a bow press. � e draw 
length range is 26 to 30 inch-
es. � e draw weight range is 
a generous 15 pounds per 
model, with bows available 
in peak weights of 40, 50, 60 
and 70 pounds. Jung said tuning is fast and easy, with precise 
adjustment of draw length, valley and let-o�  from 65 to 80 
percent. “We build in quality and innovation for the hunter 
in the shorter, lighter and faster Talon,” he said. 

While Win & Win is based in South Korea, you can reach 
the U.S. o�  ce toll free at (800) 951-8736.

Feather Vision has provided scope lenses to the archery 
industry since 1997. Its latest is the PolyChoice, a polycar-
bonate lens featuring both Crizal AR coating from Essilor 
and an attractive price point of $74.95. President Bert Cooley 
said, “Essilor of America is a recognized supplier of qual-
ity optical lenses and AR coatings and Feather Vision is 
pleased to o� er them in our product line. We chose an 
upgraded version of Crizal with a super-hydrophobic top 
coat that was released initially in 2003 and reengineered in 
2010 for enhanced cleanability and smudge resistance. It’s 
a good product and has a solid history of positive customer 
response and feedback.” 

� e PolyChoice lens is made from optical grade polycar-
bonate material and utilizes the advantages of an aspheric 
design. � ese advantages include a � atter lens and dramati-
cally less distortion at the edge of the lens when compared 
to meniscus or spherical designed lenses on the market. 
Polycarbonate is one of the tougher lens materials available 
and is very resistant to breakage, chipping and cracking. 
� e advanced Crizal AR coating reduces re� ection and its 
Double-Sided Hard Coat adds to the other scratch resis-
tance properties of the coating. � e AR coating broad spec-
trum technology also blocks UVA and UVB light waves. � e 
hydrophobic coating repels water while other coatings repel 
� ngerprints and dust, as well as add easy cleaning properties 
to the lens. “For those who do not mind (or prefer) using a 
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non-glass material, 
this lens is a viable 
option,” Cooley said, 
“especially for those 
whose budgets or 
needs keep our pre-
mier line of lenses, 
such as the Feather 
Vision Verde and 
VerdePlus lenses, 
out of their consid-
eration.”

� e PolyChoice 
can be center drilled 
for � ber optic pins 
in .019, .029, .039, .060 and .125 inch diameters and is avail-
able in +0.25, +0.50, 0.75 or +1.00 diopter power.

While the people at Feather Vision are experts in lenses 
for scopes, the Scent-Lok sta�  has to be experts in fabrics, 
garments and scent control. In fact, the headquarters in 
Muskegon, Michigan has an entire room devoted to fabric 
samples: a library of the latest fabric mills and converters 
worldwide have to o� er in high performance material. 

Bowhunters love � eece for its quietness but most � eece 
does little to block the wind: a major drawback, especially if 
you’ve gotten damp. “When it came to � eece apparel in the 
market, it was obvious it was the same old song and dance 
from company to company,” Marketing and Merchandising 
Manager Alex Gyllstrom said. “So we took our more than two 
decades of experience and knowledge of fabrics and went 
back to the drawing board. What we came away with was a 
warm, versatile and deadly quiet garment at a smoking price 
point in the Vortex Windproof Fleece.”

“By implementing our ultra-quiet windproof technology 
fused within the fabric, we were able to avoid bulk and still 
deliver ultimate warmth and comfort,” Gyllstrom said. Since 
these are Scent-Lok garments, they use activated carbon, 
long considered the 
best adsorbent for 
human odors. 

Gyllstrom said 
Scent-Lok’s Carbon 
Alloy sets a new 
standard by add-
ing other compo-
nents to its existing 
activated carbon, 
enhancing the abil-
ity to adsorb odors. 
� e Carbon Alloy 
and windproof layer 
are sandwiched 
between the inner 
and outer � eece lay-
ers. 

� e jacket has 
two pockets at the 
waist and a tapered, 
fleece tipped 
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collar to reduce neck abrasion and bulk around the chin. 
� e matching pants have two waist pockets, two thigh pock-
ets and a hip pocket, along with an elastic waistband. Retail 
prices start at $129.99 for the jacket and $119.99 for the 
pants, with the the largest sizes running $10 more.

We’ve got a lot of traditional bow coverage in Todd 
Smith’s feature in this issue, so I’ll spotlight just one: the 
Bodnik Mohawk TD Recurve shown below. It’s from the 
German-based Bearpaw Products and is being distributed 
in the USA by Kustom King Archery. Bearpaw makes it in 60 
and 62 inch lengths and Kustom King’s Tim Cosgrove says it’s 
smooth on the draw and throws a fast arrow. � e bow comes 
standard with a Bearpaw Whisper String. “� ese strings 
increase your speed but do not increase string noise because 
of the unique blend of string materials 
in them,” Cosgrove said. Kustom King 
has been in business for 42 years, so 
if you’re looking for a trusted source 
for traditional archery equipment, the 
Indiana � rm is a good bet.

Last summer, I had a chance to 
see the new Detonator releases from 
Truglo at the Bowhunting Round Table 
in Illinois. Truglo had some inexpensive 
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models in its line earlier but they bear no resemblance to the 
new Detonators, which are high grade, strap style hunting 
releases available in a variety of styles. You can choose an 
open hook design that works well with string loops or one 
with a magnetic hook where the hook opens away from the 
shooter for more comfort. I’ve been shooting o�  the string of 
my BowTech Insanity with the latter style.

Truglo will tell you the Detonators have micro-adjust-
able trigger tension, micro-adjustable trigger travel, preci-
sion stainless steel wear-free jaws, ergonomic hand and 
� nger position and a forward trigger position that enables 
faster arrow speeds. � e head adjusts for hand size and 
pivots 360 degrees to reduce torque on the string. But what 
I think is really going to help sell these releases is the BOA 
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Strap. You push a knob down and turn it to tighten to just 
the snugness you want. When it’s time to remove the release, 
the knob pops up and it’s instantly loose. � e BOA feature is 
visible in the close-up of the release strap at right.

Buckle style straps 
don’t o� er the same in� -
nite adjustment range; 
one hole may be too tight 
and the other too loose. 
� e release I bought a few 
years ago from the local 
pro shop o� ers in� nite 
adjustment but the cam-
style buckle is painfully 
hard to operate. You can 
order Truglo Detonators 
with a hook and loop clos-
er or buckle style strap 
as well but I’d encourage 
you to get some in the 
BOA style and see how 
your customers like them. 
I’ve got a pair of boots 
that use the BOA system 
and I think it’s a great 
option.

Apex Gear, the sis-
ter brand to Truglo, has 
developed a Reactor 
quiver designed speci� -
cally with crossbows in 
mind. � e design is light 
and compact and holds 
up to � ve crossbow bolts 
in its secure double-grip-
per design. � e thumb 
tab style gripper design 
allows for quick and quiet 
easy one-handed 
arrow removal. 
� e rubber hood 
liner in a contrast-
ing color makes it 
easier to see and 
load. � e mount-
ing bracket and 
grippers adjust 
up and down for 
� ne tuning, allow-
ing you to bring 
the quiver closer 
to the crossbow’s 
center of balance. 
� e hood includes 
a rigid aluminum-
hanging loop 
for those who, 
like me, prefer to 
remove the quiver 

Strap. You push a knob down and turn it to tighten to just 
the snugness you want. When it’s time to remove the release, 
the knob pops up and it’s instantly loose. � e BOA feature is 

once in the blind or treestand.
I’ve had good experiences with the food plot seeds and 

food-based deer attractants from the Heartland Wildlife 
Institute; they played a big role in the very successful cross-

bow hunt I detailed in our 
January issue. Now the Ohio 
brand is o� ering an apple 
� avored Lick Magic Mineral 
that’s designed to compen-
sate for the lower sodium 
levels in natural forage 
that occurs in the summer 
months. 

“Lick Magic from 
Heartland Wildlife Institute 
provides an economical solu-
tion to this common prob-
lem,” Heartland’s Je�  Neal 
said. O� ered in a 25 pound 
bag, Lick Magic provides a 
ready additional source of 
sodium, encouraging antler 
growth and a healthy herd. 
“In addition, its special apple 
� avoring creates a mineral 
site that deer � nd irresist-
ible. For best results, use Lick 
Magic in the key antler grow-
ing season. Simply pour on 
the ground and watch the 
health and size of your herd 
grow,” the Heartland repre-
sentative said.

I’ve been using the 
BowJax crossbow silenc-
ing system on my TenPoint 
crossbow and I believe it 
to be well worth the slight 
addition in mass weight. � e 

newest product from the vibration experts out in Idaho is 
the Silence Saver Dampeners, shown below, for vertical 
bow stabilizers. � ey stretch to � t over round stabilizers and 
come in two sizes: #1107 for 3/4 inch diameter stabilizers 
and #1109 for 5/8 inch diameter stabilizers. Because they’re 
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so stretchable, they’ll actually work on stabilizer rods all the 
way up to 1 inch in diameter.

Both models have an outside diameter of 1-7/8 inches. 
� ey weigh just 170 grains each and come three to a pack in 
your choice of red, � uorescent green or black. BowJax has 
American-made silencers for bow limbs, risers, bowstrings, 
cables, stabilizers and crossbows. 

Crossbow maker Arrow Precision has upgraded its pop-
ular Blitz model, now known as the Blitz Optimum (below). 
Dan Welker, director of sales for the U.S. division that’s based 
in Pennsylvania, o� ered the details: “While maintaining 
the basic features of the vastly popular Blitz series, the Blitz 
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in Pennsylvania, o� ered the details: “While maintaining 
the basic features of the vastly popular Blitz series, the Blitz 

Optimum o� ers multiple performance and safety upgrades 
to make this crossbow even more enjoyable. Some of these 
updated features include a string suppressor system for 
decreased vibration and noise, upgraded string and cable 
system, thumb guard for added safety and a more compact, 
durable and adjustable four bolt quiver.”

 � e Blitz Optimum comes in a package with a 4 x 32 
Illuminated Scope (red and green), a padded shoulder sling, 
four 20 carbon bolts with 100 grain practice points, a rope 
cocking device, a quick detach quiver, an open sight, lube 
wax and safety goggles, all for a very a� ordable MSRP of 
$319.99. 

� e crossbow has a draw weight of 150 pounds and 
a power stroke of 12.5 inches, helping to generate arrow 
speeds of 285 fps. It’s 33 inches long and 28.5 inches wide 
when un-cocked, with a mass weight of 7.3 pounds.

VaneTec, an Oregon-based supplier of vanes and adhe-
sives, is marking its 10th anniversary with the introduction 
of an ArrowSmith Tuning Tool. � e tool is machined from 
aluminum and contains a replaceable carbide stripping 
insert in one end. � ere are enough mass and size to the 
tool, at 1 inch by 6.25, to give you good control as you strip 
vanes from shafts and the thumb rest just enhances the 
process. � e tool also features an internal brush for cleaning 
carbon shafts before gluing in inserts. � ere is a broadhead 
wrench built in, along with a nock adjusting pin. Stainless 
steel components add to the quality look and enhance the 
ruggedness. � e end opposite the stripping insert is drilled 
for a lanyard, so it’s easy to keep it close at hand when you 
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have a quantity of arrows to prepare.
New Archery Products has another way to speed up 

re� etching: the Speed� etch it introduced for 2014. While 
the QuikFletch it also o� ers has three � etches pre-applied to 
shrink tubing you cure in hot water, Speed� etch is a molded 
cartridge that combines � etching on a stretchable tube of 
the same material. It’s like a precision, premium version 
of the � etching sometimes 
seen on � sh arrows. In NAP’s 
case, the SpeedFletch vanes 
are the 2 inch Twister style, 
with microgroove technol-
ogy on one side to speed up 
rotation and improve stabi-
lization and accuracy. � e 
vanes are molded with a 2 
degree right o� set and come 
in a large size for arrows with 
outside diameters of .235 to 
.300 inches or medium for 
outside diameters of .265 to .275. Sold six to a pack, they’re 
o� ered in orange, yellow, green and white. � e cock vane is 
stamped with the SpeedFletch logo, so it’s easy to orient to 
the arrow rest.

NAP recommends you slide the cartridge until it is 1/4 
inch below the nock, hold it vertically and drip some fast set 
liquid glue in each end of the cartridge. � e glue will wick 
between the cartridge and shaft and in a few minutes, the 
arrows will be ready to shoot. 

TenPoint‘s Omni-Brite Lighted 
Nock System is a new lighted ver-
sion of TenPoint’s all-purpose 
patented Omni-Nock introduced 
in 2013. � e Omni-Brite nock 
(patent-pending) features six 
micro-grooves that form three 
string alignment channels. � is 
design eliminates improper load-
ing accidents that can occur with 
moon and capture nocks when 
the shooter doesn’t pay atten-
tion to get the cock feather down. 
In addition, it prevents � at nock 
“shoot-over” or “shoot-under” that 
can happen with the acute string 
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NAP recommends you slide the cartridge until it is 1/4 
inch below the nock, hold it vertically and drip some fast set 
liquid glue in each end of the cartridge. � e glue will wick 
between the cartridge and shaft and in a few minutes, the 

angles common on today’s longer power stroke and reverse-
draw models and with narrow bow assembly designs. Even if 
the vane is slightly misaligned when the arrow is loaded, the 
Omni-Nock will self-correct the alignment as acceleration 
begins, something the � rm has con� rmed with high speed 
photography. 

� e Omni-Brite Lighted Nock System includes a Nock 
Receiver, an LED unit and a transparent Omni-Brite nock. 
� e Nock Receiver has been pre-installed and indexed in the 
shaft prior to packaging. To prevent accidental activation, 
TenPoint has packaged the Omni-Brite nock and the LED 
unit in a separate plastic bag. 

To complete the Omni-Brite system installation, you 
insert the LED unit, lighted end � rst, into the Omni-Brite 
nock. � en, insert the nock and LED unit into the Nock 
Receiver, leaving a dime-sized gap between the nock and the 
receiver. Your arrow is now ready to shoot. To deactivate the 
Omni-Brite system, remove the Omni-Brite nock and LED 
unit, then pull the lighted end of the LED unit until the light 
turns o� .

I used these lighted nocks on a hunt last fall, before they 
were on the market. I like how easy they are 
to turn on and o� , even though for now, the 
tiny battery unit can’t match the life provided 
by some other lighted nocks. If dealers or 
their customers prefer a di� erent brand of 
crossbow bolt, you can still use the regular or 
lighted nocks from TenPoint, as the � rm sells 
the nock receivers and a tool to install them 
in arrow shafts. 

While we’re on the subject of crossbow 
accessories, Hawke Sport Optics has upgrad-
ed the XB30 scope to make sure it still works 
as advertised on the fastest crossbows, now 

up to 450 fps. Once sighted in at 20 yards, the variable power 
magni� cation system, functioning as a speed ring, can be 
used to calibrate the scope to the speed of the bow to provide 
even 10 yard aim points out to 100 yards. � e illumination 
package has also been upgraded. Rather than a traditional 
step-click switch, the new XB30 from Hawke uses a stepless 
rheostat, providing near endless adjustability to maximize 
reticle visibility in almost any ambient light condition. 

As with all Hawke scopes, the lenses 
are fully multi-coated for improved light 
transmission and management. � is pre-
mium model is covered by a transferrable 
warranty.

I’m not going to recommend anyone 
take long range shots at live animals; as 
the Larry Wise article explained last issue, 
sound is still much faster than arrows and 
there’s too much likelihood the animal will 
jump the string. However, long range prac-
tice is fun and challenging and can help 
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your cus-
tomer be 
more profi-
cient at real-
istic hunt-
ing ranges. 
I do like the 
w i n d a g e 
i n d i c a t o r s 
built into the 
reticle shown at right for ranges out to 
60 yards, as it prompts the user to pay 
attention to a factor we all too often 
ignore.

Having visited one of the Plano 
Molding plants in preparation for our 
January cover story, I can appreciate 
how the company can be  competi-
tive, both in price and quality, when it 
comes to large molded products. � e new Plano Sportman’s 
Trunk is a good example. It’s built to resemble a shipping 
container, with four oversized latches that also give the 
customer the option of locking it. You can open the cover 
on its hinge or remove it for access from all sides. A carrying 
handle is molded in one end and wheels are at the bottom of 
the other. Grooves molded in the base and lid let you stack 
multiple trunks, though at this size, it’s hard to imagine a 
bowhunter needing more than one. � e interior dimensions 
measure 34.75 inches long, 13.5 high and 16 wide.

Plano o� ers three versions. � e OD green has a MSRP of 
$44.95, the black is priced at $39.99 and the camo-� nished 
Bone Collector goes for $49.99 and includes a thick rubber 
gasket in the lid to make the unit dust proof. We’re picturing 
this product at the bottom of this page.

Parker has a new Center� re crossbow for 2014. Rated 
at 335 fps, the crossbow carries split limbs on a stock with 
a comfortable Monte Carlo comb that o� ers what’s known 
in gun circles as good “cheek weld.” In other words, the user 
can get a solid rest against the stock and still see the full 
view through the scope. � e West Virginia manufacturer 
has designed a deep vented forearm on this model for safety 
and to help reduce mass weight to 8 pounds. Rated at 335 
fps, the CenterFire is equipped with a factory-installed anti-
vibration and anti-shock system.

Parker ships the crossbow with four arrows with 
� eld points and with a quiver, plus your choice of four 

di� erent optic packages. � e retail price runs as low as 
$699.95, depending on your optics choice, or you can opt 
to order this model with a Perfect Storm package that has a 
complete set of accessories for the hunter. 

Parker believes the new CenterFire can match the per-
formance and features of crossbows that cost hundreds of 
dollars more. We’ll see how it measures up to Jon Teater’s 
demanding test regime when we present a detailed test of 
the CenterFire in the May issue.

While Parker is proud of its “Made in America” approach, 
Spypoint is equally proud of its Canadian manufacturing 
base. � e � rm is a bit unusual among electronics suppliers 
in the hunting business in that it designs and builds products 
from scratch rather than importing them from China. One of 
the more powerful units it now o� ers is the BF-12HD Black 
LEDs trail camera (below). � e unit captures 12 megapixel 
color photos by day and black and white photos at night and 
records 10 to 90 seconds of high de� nition video with sound. 

 Spypoint says the � ve zone sensor of the camera will 
give you a faster trigger speed and ensure you get more accu-
rately centered images. � e distance detection sensor can be 
adjusted from 5 to 65 feet and the multi-shot mode allows up 
to six pictures per detection. 

� e removable internal camera makes this camera easy 
to use, since you can change settings or cards while it’s in 
your hand rather than on the tree. Your customers should 
get long life when the unit is powered by 6 AA alkaline bat-
teries  and even longer life when using  the rechargeable 
lithium battery pack that is sold separately. For very remote 
locations, there’s also an optional solar panel to maintain the 
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charge of the lithium battery pack.
Jim Fletcher Archery calls the 

aluminum TruPeep the “World’s 
favorite Peep Sight” and part of that 
popularity must be due to the wide 
selection. � e newest size is the 7/32 
inch Mega Hunter, shown at the top 
of the illustration at right. � e weight 
is just 8-1/2 grains. “� e design 
allows for a perfectly round, shaded 
hole at full draw and it eliminates 
the need for protruding hoods,” a 
spokesman for this � rm founded way 
back in 1960 said. A safety-tie groove 
in the back of the peep keeps it in place so it won’t migrate 
up or down the string. Like the big Max Hunter, the Mega 
Hunter may be the right size to allow a bowhunter to center 
the scope so she can take close-range shots with assurance, 
even when the pins are not visible due to fading light.

Robinson Labs has so many new hunting clothes and 
accessories, it’s hard to know what to talk about. I’ll focus 
on something you haven’t seen coverage for so far in 
ArrowTrade: the new Knock Out scent control apparel for 
youth. � e company introduced Knock Out garments for 
men and women in 2013 and this year, it has a version for 
youth. “Like the rest of the ScentBlocker youth line, the same 
features and technologies have been incorporated into this 
popular suit that has been designed with appropriate cut and 
� t for the next gen-
eration,” a company 
spokesman said. 
Sewn from a light-
weight polyester XLT 
fabric, the garment 
uses the � rm’s Trinity 
Technology scent 
control to absorb 
odors. � e BodyLock 
features prevent air 
from pu�  ng out of 
the garment around 
the legs, hands and 
neck. � e XLT fab-
ric incorporates four 
way stretch for ease 
of movement when 
you’re climbing or 
drawing a bow. � e 
Knock Out Youth 
Jacket has one angled 
chest pocket and two 
lower snap pockets. 
� e pants feature a 
total of � ve pockets: 
two inset at the waist, 
two cargo � ap pock-
ets on the leg and one 
rear snap pocket.

One reason more 

hunters are opting for target style releases 
is that you can now get an edge in accuracy 
without risking a bloody nose or broken teeth 
from a premature release of the string. A 

hunter can train with a back tension release and use it in tense 
hunting situations, knowing it can’t � re until the safety is o� . 
� e new Carter Enterprises Honey 2 is a back tension hinge 
release with a positive safety engagement system that allows 
you to manipulate how you choose to safely draw or let 
down your bow without the stress of a mis� re. � e Honey 
2 gives the option of a safety that lets itself out when you 
release it or one you can manually disengage by pushing 
it o� . You turn a screw to choose between the two options. 
� e Honey 2 also incorporates an improved internal � oating 
hinge head design that allows you to anchor however you 
like before disengaging the safety and making your shot. � e 
speed of the release, or lock-time, is adjustable and the head 
has an integrated magnet to assist in the self-returning hook 
so you can easily be ready for the next shot. Carter says the 
� ngerless design of the handle is comfortable, with a variety 
of hand sizes.

Let’s turn to another accuracy aid: bow slings. We know 
they help us keep from gripping the riser by reassuring us 
we can hold with a loose, even open hand without dropping 
the bow at the shot. Paradox Products recently introduced its 
F3 bow sling to the archery industry at the 2014 ATA Trade 
Show. � e new sling features a sleek mounting bracket that 
is fully-machined from solid aluminum and � nished with 
an extra-� ne black powder coat � nish. � e bracket can 
be paired with a standard braided strap, a hand-braided 
Custom Cobra strap or a 
spiral cord strap. � e F3 
is the � rst fully machined 
bow sling design o� ered 
by Paradox Products and 
it’s a classy addition to 
the costly bows many 
shoot.

� e F3 has dual o� -
set mounting holes and 
knurled thumb screws 
that lock the sling strap 
into the bracket. � e 
attachment point of the 
sling strap is located 
lower and slightly back, 
with speci� c compound 
angles machined in the 
bracket arms. “Together, 
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all of these fea-
tures ensure that 
should your grip 
fail, the strap will 
land squarely on 
your wrist,” Chuck 
Pella of Paradox 
commented.

Pine Ridge, a 
� rm we pro� led in 
the previous issue, 
has gone beyond being a long-time supplier of � etching 
adhesive to molding its own patent-pending vanes. � e Nitro 
vanes are unusual in that they have rectangular glue pockets 
molded into the base, dramatically increasing the surface 
that the glue is able to bond to. Another patent-pending 
feature is the rounded front edge of the vanes, which owner 
Jim Broberg says is more aerodynamic and which reduces 
the chance the front edge of the vane will lift o�  the arrow 
after extended use. � e Illinois � rm molds the new vanes in 
nine colors and o� ers them in packs of 36 or 100, with larger 
quantities available to interested arrow builders.

Out in California, Rancho Safari has developed a new 
style of the CatQuiver, dubbed VII.5. � is is a roomy hunting 
pack at 2,200 cubic inches, with an internal frame system 
and a padded waist belt system that carries three pockets on 
each side. � e pack has twin water bottle holders and plenty 
of compression straps and D-rings for attaching accessories. 
I used a CatQuiver when I started bowhunting 30 years ago 
and the basic function remains the same. Instead of arrow 
grippers, your arrows are held by spring tension on the shelf 
that holds the nock end and inside the deep hood. With 
practice, it’s very easy to reach back and remove an arrow 
without looking with a CatQuiver. � e quiver and arrows are 
o�  the bow and out of the way for stalking. One neat feature 
of this roomy pack is that the quiver and its small pack are 
removable, so you can � nish a stalk or wait in your treestand 
with what’s known as the lightweight Catquiver Mini.

C.W. Erickson’s has � gured out a compact way to dis-
play crossbows. � e Grid Crossbow Display stands 86 inches 

tall by 26 inches 
square. It’s made 
with 1/4 grid wire 
with a powder coat-
ed 1 inch steel tube 
frame and is the 
same strong, dura-
ble display used 
as the Minnesota 
� rm’s 24 bow grid 
display.

� e di� erence 
is in the brackets. 
� e Grid Crossbow 
Display comes with 
12 crossbow brack-
ets (four 12 inch, 
four 7 inch and 
four 3.5 inch). As 
shown at left, using 
brackets of di� er-
ent depths allows 
you to overlap the 
crossbow limbs, 

dramatically increasing inventory. � e stirrup hooks are 4 
inches wide for good stability. � e brackets are powder coat-
ed and the stirrup hooks have rubber caps for protection.

You can purchase additional crossbow brackets or bow 
brackets, allowing you to mix crossbows and vertical bows 
in the same display. � e same manufacturer sells crossbow 
brackets for slat wall in varied lengths, so you can overlap the 
crossbow limbs to save space.

As game cameras have gotten more powerful, some 
of them have gotten more compact as well. Wildgame 
Innovations says the Buck Commander Nano Series has the 
smallest cameras on the market, with cases that measure 
just 3 inches by 2.25 by 3.25. � ere are four models in the 
series, ranging from 6MP to 10MP in image quality. Because 
of the bark texturing and the small size, your customers are 
going to want to keep some notes on where these cameras 
have been placed, since they blend in so well.

Tim Strickland has been a competitor and a coach and 
now, with wife Shirley, 
he is a manufacturer of 
traditional bows and 
the Helix broadhead. 
� e Stricklands call the 
American-made head 
“� e perfect broadhead 
for compound, tradi-
tional or crossbows.”

� e Helix, in 125, 
150, 175 and 225 grains, 
comes in both left and 
right bevel to match 
your customer’s � etch, 
while the 85, 100 and 
200 grain models are 
right bevel only. � e 
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175, 200 and 
225 grain 
models each 
have a stain-
less steel fer-
rule. � e 85, 
100, 125 and 
150 models 
have alu-
minum fer-
rules. � e 85 and 100 and 175 grain heads are 1-1/8 inches 
wide. � e 125 and 200 grain heads are 1-1/4 inches wide and 
the 150 and 225 grain heads are 1-5/16th inches wide. � ese 
are all two blade heads with a 40 degree single bevel Helix 
design that forces the arrow to rotate in � ight. 

� e Stricklands claim the added rotation from the 
in� uence of the head results in better accuracy. “� e rota-
tion continues on impact, causing a larger wound channel 
and increases penetration,” Tim Strickland said. “� e Helix 
is sharpened on the back, giving it multiple cutting edges 
to cut coming and going for maximum damage. � e Helix 
comes in a three pack in a closable case that � ts in your 
pocket for keeping your broadheads and you protected.”

Engineers at Fin-Finder, part of the Consumer Brands 
Division of Kinsey’s, have redesigned the laser bow� shing 
sight. � e Light-Stryke 2.0 still compensates for light refrac-
tion in water while o� ering bow� shing enthusiasts a more 
compact, durable and powerful sight. A number of improve-
ments went into Fin-Finder’s Light-Stryke 2.0 design. Among 

them are a redesigned ambidextrous mounting system, 
aircraft grade aluminum materials, toolless windage and 
elevation adjustments, a precision windage micro-adjuster, 
a smaller and lighter design and a 5mW military grade laser 
powerful enough for use day or night. 

On the handful of bow� shing outings I’ve been on, I’ve 
struggled to force myself to aim well under the target to 
compensate for the light waves bend at the surface before 
reaching our eyes. “� e Light-Stryke takes the guesswork out 
of aiming and makes bow� shing more accessible to a wider 
audience,” Dale Howe, product developer for Fin-Finder, 
said. I’d say for many would-be bow� shing enthusiasts, 
that’s enough justi� cation for the $149.99 retail price. 

Plus, you have to admit, it’s going to look awfully cool 
on their bows.
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